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LET’S TALK ABOUT IT! 
Video Series

Amy: My name’s Amy and I’m studying acting. I really like studying acting because I have the freedom 
to study theatre that I like and film, and experiment with television and so I get to do lots of exciting new 
things that I’ve always wanted to do.

Simon: My name’s Simon. I’m a science teacher at a secondary school in London. What I like about my 
job is the variety; every day is different and every year we get new children to work with.

Cameron: My name’s Cameron and I’m studying music at university. The most enjoyable aspect of my 
course is performing because I enjoy playing in front of people and it can be very exciting.

Becky: I am a surgeon. The most interesting part of my job is making decisions and working as part of a 
team. The frustrating part of my job is not always being able to treat patients as quickly as we would like. 
In my free time I like working out in the gym.

Katie: My name’s Katie and I’m studying theatre studies at university. The best thing about my course is 
having the opportunity to direct and act in the plays that I study. In my free time I enjoy singing and also 
taking photographs.

Kathryn: I’m a bookseller and I own my own bookshop. The most interesting part of my job is talking to 
people and recommending books for them. The worst thing about my job is doing the paperwork and 
doing the accounts.

Matthew: My name’s Matthew and I study journalism at university. What I most like about my course is 
that it’s very practical and handson which is a great way to learn, and also all the people are really friendly.

Cameron: In my leisure time I like a mixture of activities. I like to do exciting things and relaxing things 
also. I enjoy practising my guitar and going for walks in the countryside and reading and seeing friends.

Amy: In my free time I prefer adventurous activities to relaxing activities.

Katie: In my free time I like doing adventurous activities as well as relaxing activities. My hobbies include 
karate, which I’ve done for seven years.

Matthew: In my leisure time I generally enjoy relaxing activities, although I will sometimes go out and do 
more adventurous things. I enjoy playing football with my friends, going to parties, cooking and playing 
computer games.

Amy: In my free time I enjoy spending time with my friends and listening to music, and playing lots of 
sports like football and netball and hockey and things like that.

Becky: In my leisure time I generally prefer relaxing activities because my job is quite stressful. I love 
playing musical instruments. I play piano, flute and saxophone.

Simon: In my free time I prefer relaxing activities. I find my job is quite active and I like to take it easy 
when I get home. I like spending time with my children and maybe doing a bit of gardening. I do have a 
hobby, I like to draw. I like to draw cartoons and illustrations, like, for children’s books.

Cameron: I don’t have any hobbies at the moment, other than music, but I used to do archery when 
I was younger.

Kathryn: I have lots of hobbies; I enjoy cooking, I enjoy listening to music, and I enjoy reading.
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Becky: In the future I would love to go and work as a surgeon in Africa.

Kathryn: In the future I’d love to travel some more. I’d love to go to South America and I’d love to go 
to India.


